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Illinois State University

ISU celebrates 125th anniversary

ISU's history, General Hovey's personal
Illinois State University is observing
papers, and other documents, as well
its 125th anniversary in 1982 and plans
as "finds" from the recent excavation of
are underway to celebrate ISU's foundthe Old Main site.
ing in style. Art exhibits, receptions, hisThe culmination of the day's festivities
torical displays, period costumes, and
will be the 125th Anniversary Dinner
a dinner and "Toast to !SU" will be
and "Toast to !SU" at 6:30 p.m. in the
featured.
Union Ballroom.
A university-wide committee has
been at work for a year planning the
"It will be a fun evening to end a day
of celebration of ISU's birthday," said
events which center around Feb. 18,
Susan Kern, assistant to the president,
ISU's "Founders Day." The day's activities will begin at 10:30 a.m. with a comand chairperson of the 125th Annivermemorative ceremony on the site of the
sary Committee.
first !SU class at the corner of Front and •
The "Toast to !SU" will feature musiEast Streets in Bloomington. The offical entertainment, historical "tales,"
cial proclamation which founded !SU
will be read along with congratulatory
and excerpts from plays about !SU with
students in period costume enacting the
messages from local mayors, Governor
eras of ISU's history. "We're hoping
Thompson, and President Reagan.
On-campus ceremonies will follow at
that alumni and members of the local
11:30 a. m. with the naming of two camcommunity will be there to help us cele_pys facilities in the Union Founders Suite
brate," Kern said.
- - and the dedication of a new carillon in
Those attending the dinner and
"Toast" will receive a copy of a special
the quad at 1:30 p.m.
limited edition commemorative broMusical entertainment and the serving of a giant birthday cake will take
chure telling the story of Illinois State
place at noon in the Union for students,
University. Only 2,000 copies are being
faculty/staff, alumni and members of
printed and are being donated by an
the community.
!SU alumnus for the anniversary cele"Highlights of 125 Years of !SU,"
bration.
a special exhibit in the lower level of
Kern said that alumni play a special
Williams Hall will be displayed during a
part in the anniversary observance and
reception from 2 to 4 p.m., with the exencourages alumni attendance at all of
hibit continuing until March 5. Another
the day's activities, which are open to
historical exhibit will be on display from
the public and free of charge, except for
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Union Old
the dinner and "Toast to !SU" which is
Main Room, featuring photographs from
$10. An order blank for tickets can be

found on page 2. Reservations must be
made by Feb. 12.
Other special anniversary activities
include the "President's Tea," hosted
by President Lloyd Watkins at the Ewing
Museum of Nations from 2 to 4 p.m.,
Sunday, Feb. 21. "The University Collects: 125th Anniversary Exhibition," an
art exhibit in the Center for Visual Arts
gallery, will display a variety of !SU
memorabilia, including the unveiling of
ISU's "circus collection," Feb. 2-21. The
University Concert Band will present a
special anniversary concert at 8:00
p.m., Saturday, Feb. 14 in the Union
Auditorium.

Kern noted that local businesses will
have items commemorating ISU's 125th
anniversary for sale and that the University has commemorative 125th anni. versary watercolor prints available for
$12.50 which may be ordered through
!SU Photo Service.
Throughout the year, the 125th anniversary theme has been carried on,
Kern said, to show the impact that !SU
students and faculty have had on the
nation. "This is a celebration year for
!SU," she explained, "and we want to
make the accomplishments of the University known."

Old Main excavation reveals historical ''finds''
I

I

The excavation of Old Main, ISU campus landmark for more than a century, is turning
up some unusual objects. The bottles shown in the inset may have been used for a
variety of purposes.

An archeological exploration of the
area where the Old Main building once
stood was conducted in late October by
!SU students hoping to unearth some
link to the past.
The main purpose of the dig is to
locate the four corners of the building
and to learn more about a previously
unknown "room" with a vaulted brick
ceiling that appears to have been outside Old Main's north wall. "It still
remains a mystery as to what the purpose of this room was," said Archeological Technician Keith Barr, who led the
students in the dig. " It does not appear
in the original basement floor plan of
Old Main and, so far, research has not
been able to reveal any references to it."
Barr has uncovered one of four water
cisterns located in the walls of Old Main
where many artifacts have been found.
An Indian Head penny, dated 1889, is
one of the objects that can be used as a
historical "marker" of sorts. "Anything
found above that point had to be placed
there after 1889," he explained.
One very beautiful "find" is a dark
blue rounded glass bottle filled with a
milky fluid that Barr believes to be a

type of fire extinguisher. When the bottle was thrown into a fire, it broke and
the liquid would help extinguish the
flames.
Some of the other "finds" have included a Watkins Drinks Bottle with the
printing "Every Swallow Pure" (circa
1930); a Sanford's Ink and Library Paste
bottle (Patent Feb. 27, 1906), a condiment bottle and fragments of clay pipes,
glass, ceramics, porcelain, and marble
artifacts.
"We haven't found any gold or silver
yet," Barr laughed. "We located the
original foundation and that was one of
our main goals."
In June, power company workmen
uncovered the vaulted room and Barr
and members of the Midwestern Archeological Research Center began their
plans for further exploration.
Barr said that alumni who remember Old Main and its structure may be
able to shed some light as to the function of the newly-discovered room. The
location, according to Barr, appears to
be outside the north wall of Old Main
between the main north steps and the
northeast steps that led to the basement.
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news highlights
Carr

Sudano

Wayne Carr, associate director of
records at ISU, has been placed in
charge of developing the Student Information System, a newly created procedure
for coordinating the use of student
records from various university offices.
Carr will be assisted by a committee
chosen from the undergraduate and
graduate schools, alumni office, comptroller's office, institutional research,
financial aids, admissions and records,
and others.

Gary R. Sudano, ISU music professor, was featured on the back page of
the Sept. 2 issue of the Chronicle of
Higher Education. The article is headlined "Teaching: the First 25 Years are
the Hardest," and is a whimsical progression through various career stages.
They range from the fifth year, when
"you get used to the fact that only senior
professors have first-floor offices with
windows," to the 25th year when "you
trade your windowed office for one
nearer the restroom."
Sudano joined the ISU faculty in
1970.

Kohn
Rita Kohn, College of Continuing
Education and Public Service at ISU,
was recently honored at the Illinois
Author's Luncheon at the Palmer House
in Chicago.
She received a certificate of recognition for "the hours of good reading provided by this Illinois author" from Secretary of State and State Librarian Jim
Edgar. Mrs. Kohn's latest book, You
Can Do It, has been receiving critical
acclaim in review media. Krysta Tepper
'73, worked on the book with Mrs.
Kohn. While a student at ISU, Mrs.
Kohn wrote Jesse Fell: Planter of
Cities.

Elected were Mark S. Tate, an agribusiness major from Ridge Farm, president; Michael Sauvageau, a mass com-

Please reserve _ _ _ _ _ _ dinners at ten dollars each in the name of
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS
CITY

ZIP

STATE

CLASS YEAR
for the 125th Anniversary Dinner and Program
"A Toast to ISU"
Please make checks payable to:
Illinois State University
Return to:
College of Continuing Education & Public Service
Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 61761
Reservations must be received by Feb. 12.

Richardson
ISU Professor Arlan Richardson, internationally known for his research on
aging, has been elected president of the
American Aging Association (AGE), a
national organization that promotes scientific research on the aging process.
A chemistry and biology professor,
Richardson will be serving his second
term as president. He previously led the
organization in 1979-80. Richardson
joined the ISU faculty in 1971.

1982 class officers named
The Class of 1982 Leadership Council r·e cently elected officers for the 198182 school year. The Leadership Council
works with Alumni Services in promoting the senior class and selecting a class
gift, a class logo, in the selling of ISU
graduation announcements and other
special activities.

Send iii reservation
for 125th celebration

munications major from Ottawa1 vice
president for special events; Patricia
Behrens, a mass communications major
from Yorkville, vice president for fundraising; Margaret Basch, a political
science major from Mt. Prospect, vice
president for departmental involvement;
Lynn Duncan, a music education major
from Geneseo, secretary; and Rebecca
Bacidore, an accounting and business
administration major from LaSalle,
treasurer.

ISU alumni at
inaugurations
During the fall of 1981, 11 alumni
represented ISU at inauguration ceremonies for college or university presidents around the country.
They are: Rodney Boyd '66, Topeka,
Kan., at Washburn University; Marion
F. Cole '42, Chicago, at DePaul University; John P. Dunnell '55, River Forest,
at Rosary College; Kathleen (Moore)
Farling '66, Oxford, Ohio, at Miami
University; James E. Luallen '57, Fort
Collins, Colo., at Colorado State Uni-.
versity; Moira (Higgins) Poe· ·•64,
Lauderdale, Fla., at University of Miami;
Daniel Swearengen '76, Point Lookout,
Mo., at The School of the Ozarks; John
Turley '68, Milwaukie, Ore., at Lewis &
Clark College; Judith (Darby) Vanderspool '59, Huntington, Ind., at Huntington College; Alma (Haws) Wilkirson '27,
Waco, Texas, at Baylor University; and
Larry Winterhalter '65, Upland, Ind., at
Taylor University.

N: ·:.-.

Placement
The Illinois State University
Placement Service aids all ISU alumni
as well as current students.
If you are in search of a position in
your field, Placement Services offers individual employment couseling to help
you determine your career goals.

WGLT installs
satellite dish

WGLT"s satellite dish

ISU's public radio station, WGLTFM, has been successful in its fundraising drive toward the purchase of
satellite receiving equipment necessary
for maintaining affiliation with the National Public Radio network.
A fiberglass "dish" arrived in late
October which has been anchored to
the roof of the Educational Media Center enabling WGLT to receive eight high
quality broadcast channels currently
being beamed from a satellite hovering
22,000 miles above the earth.
The $20,000 project received a $10,000
grant from the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting and a $5,000 loan from the
ISU Foundation, with the remaining
monies raised in a fund drive in Se ptember.
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Alumni vacation college
offers something different
Do something different this summer!
Join other ISU graduates and their families at the first Alumni Vacation College
at Illinois State University.
Combine five days of study, recreation and leisure with a nostalgic return
to the site of your collegiate years. Make
June 28-July 2, 1982 a special time for
you and your family. Come to Alumni
Vacatio_n College at !SU!
You'll have two daily courses which
might include behind the scenes in theatre, religion and politics, the Middle
East, Reaganomics, etc. to choose from
for your mornings, a variety of special
topics which might include Illinois grain
around the world, a physical fitness
program for everyone, and discussions
about current topics to pursue during

the afternoons, and a host of recreational and leisure-time activities like golf,
tennis, swimming, etc. including visits
to campus sports facilities, university
museums and other points of interest.
In the evenings you might enjoy the
Shakespeare Festival, the !SU Planetarium, or music and visiting. Special
activities for children are also planned.
A package cost of only $175 per person or $350 for two includes lodging,
meals, fees and all tickets to theatrical
and musical events. Register before
May 10, 1982 for a 10% discount on the
above prices. Clip the coupon below for
more information on Alumni Vacation
College, co-sponsored by Alumni Services and the College of Continuing
Education.

YES, I want to do something special in 1982. Please send me further information about ALUMNI VACATION COLLEGE AT ISU, June 28-July 2.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CLASS OF _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __

STATE _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

Return to: Alumni Vacation College, Alumni Services,
Rambo House, Illinois State University, Normal, IL. 61761

ISU reduces enrollment
Illinois State succeeded this fall in
reducing its enrollment to 19,479 students, a reduction of 238 from last
year's 19,717. Budgetary and space limitations were cited for the reduction in
enrollment which prompted admission
cut-offs for new freshmen and transfer
students last spring.
President Lloyd I. Watkins commended the efforts of the admission
staff and academic departments in reaching the goal, noting that had measures
to curtail enrollments not been initiated
during the last two years, ISU's oncampus enrollment could have soared
to 21,000.
"While record enrollments look good

President Lloyd Watkins, left, and Provost Leon Boothe congratulate Darla Broberg,
winner ofthe Distinguished Bone Scholar Award and a senior majoring in psychology.
The other Bone Scholar winners are: Denise Addy, French; Sondra Beck, office administration, Duane Bruggemann, accounting; E. Darryl Casper, theatre; Karen Greiner,
marketing; Jan Hoh, biological sciences; Sharon Huff, music; Thomas Kahle, agribusiness; Kathy Karns, applied computer sciences; D. Renee Schroeder, corrections; Julie
Schroeder, home economics; Linda Stefanon, accounting; and Cathy McGinn,
economics.

Special events planned for spring
A number of special events are being planned for !SU alumni and guests during the
spring so mark your calendars and plan to attend!
The Special Events Committee of the !SU Alumni Association is welcoming alumni
participation at the University's spring musical "Oklahoma," on Saturday, April 17 at 8
p.m. in the Union Auditorium. Another event in which alumni attendance is welcomE:!d is
Gamma Phi Circus on April 23-24. The third event is a special showing for the !SU
Planetarium on a yet to be announced date.
For more information about these and other possible spring alumni event,;, contact
Special Events, Alumni Services Office, Rambo House, Normal, IL. 61761

on paper," Watkins said, "enrollments
which unduly stretch the human and
physical resources of the university will
have a negative impact on the quality of
education we offer. Our first concern
must be with a maintenance of quality in
our academic programs, and to achieve
this goal, we must have manageable
numbers of people."
In addition to cutting off the admission of new freshmen and transfer students last spring, the university took the
extraordinary measure of closing readmission to former students in June in
order to keep enrollment at a manageable level.

·Dates determined for ISU
Summer session classes
Dates for ISU's Summer Session have
been set, according to Dr. Gary Davis,
assistant provost and director of Summer Sessions.
The 1982 Pre-session of classes will
begin May 10, 1982 with courses offered
from one to five weeks in duration. The
Summer Session will begin on June 14,
1982, although some courses will begin
later depending on length of the course.
Summer school will end August 6.
All persons who have not been in

regular attendance at !SU must apply
for readmission to the University. Applications may be obtained through the
Office of Admissions and Records, 201
Hovey Hall. Applications should be received at least two weeks prior to the
start of Summer Session.
Summer School bulletins will be available in early April from Admissions and
Records or from the Assistant Provost,
408 Hovey Hall.

Preview Guides gather for
first Homecoming reunion
A reunion of former Preview Guides
was held following the Homecoming
football game in the University Union
with nearly 100 former guides and coordinators in attendance.
Sixteen years of Preview Guides and
their spouses and friends were invited
to the reception which featured addresses by former Vice President Arthur
Larsen, Director of Admissions and
Records, Dr. Wilbur Venerable, and
Mrs. Karin Bone, wife of former president, Robert Bone.

Preview began in 1966, the brainchild
of President Bone and Dr. Charles
McBriarty, dean of student services, to
help new students and their parents
become better acquainted with !SU.
Nearly 44,000 new freshmen have attended the Preview orientation program
in its sixteen years of operation.
Former coordinators attending the
· reunion were McBriarty, Dr. Robert
Elsey, Ron Hughes, Dr. Carolyn Bartlett,
David Colee, and Joyce Webb Penland.

Sixteen years of ISU Preview Guides and program coordinators gathered at a reception
following the ISU Homecoming football game.
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College of Arts and Sciences provides services
Editor's Note: This is the third in a
series featuring the six colleges at
Illinois State University. Opening
the series was the feature on CAST
in July, followed by College of
Business in September. Others will
follow as space permits.

By Mary Schnell
While the College of Arts and Sciences
maintains its traditional role of teaching
and research, things are changing. Community and university service is being
emphasized and students and NormalBloomington residents are reaping the
benefits.
The "Grammar Hotline," established
last year by the English Department,
has received national attention from the
Chicago Tribune and the New York
Times. The Hotline was initially intended for local use, however over
1,500 inquiries have been received from
across the nation since the program
began.
Students, secretaries, and the business community call the Hotline, which
is answered by an English professor or
graduate student. The Hotline is open
to the public for questions concerning
grammar, correct usage, etc., from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays and from 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, and
Thursday for lower long-distance rates.
So next time there is a debate about the
use of "affect" or "effect," contact the
Grammar Hotline at (309) 438-2345.

Community service
The Communication Department provides nightly news to Normal-Bloomington and area residents via the "TV-10
Evening News." The program focuses
on news of local interest and is staffed
by students in broadcasting and television production courses.
The Department also sponsors "Communication Week," featuring seminars
and panel discussions by professionals
in the communication field, many of
whom are ISU alumni. Skills in interviewing and resume writing and other
career opportunities are provided as
part of the week's activities. The ISU
Placement Service will provide employment interviewing opportunities for current communication majors this year.
As a service to educators, the Economics Department has developed the
Center for Economic Education, which

creates and conducts programs for elementary, junior high and high school
teachers to assist them in enhancing the
economic understanding of their students. The programs provide teachers
with a firm grounding in basic economic
concepts and equip them with the appropriate methodologies for instruction at
all grade levels.
Through the Speech Pathology/
Audiology Department, the EckelmannT aylor Speech and Hearing Clinic serves
the needs of people in the NormalBloomington community who have communication disorders.
Diagnostic services, therapy and counseling to individuals with varying types
of speech, hearing and language disorders are provided, all free of charge.
The Clinic also serves as a training center for undergraduate and graduate
students majoring in speech pathology
and audiology.

Community research
In the department of Sociology-Anthropology-Social Work the Community Research Program provides data from the
U.S. Census Bureau which is available
at cost to the public. ISU's CRS program is part ·of the Illinois State Data
Center, one of five state institutions
recognized by the Census Bureau.
The CRS program also offers a community study service which conducts
surveys for local government, social
and business agencies.
Another service of the Department is
the Midwestern Archeological Center;
an archeological research facility which
contracts work with government agencies and private construction companies.
When an environmental impact statement determines that construction
would affect the natural and cultural
environment, or if a significant archeological site lies in the path of construction, the Midwestern Archeological
Center takes action-usually excavation or a change in construction plans.
Students are used in excavation work
which offers them archeological training
and future employment opportunities.

Career alternatives
While the College of Arts and Sciences
continues to educate future teachers,

"/\
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ISU's "Grammar Hotline" has received national attention for its role in helping students and community residents with gramr;natical questions of all kinds.

many departments which have traditionally focused on preparin·g students
for careers in education are broadening
their scope to orient students to nonteachi1_1g jobs as well.
In reaction to the slumping job market
the History Department is offering a
course on "Careers in History and the
Social Sciences," which places emphasis on non-teaching employment opportunities for history majors. The Department is also very active in the International Studies Program at ISU. In
recent years, members of the history
staff have taken student groups to
France, Austria, England, China, and
Japan to broaden their educational experiences.
The Mathematics Department has
also taken steps to present career alternatives to its majors by developing the
Mathematics Career Center. It contains
an extensive collection of ma~rials on a
variety of careers which utilize mathematics.
Biological Sciences majors who participate in a "professional practice" experience have the opportunity to work in
zoos observing animal behavior, sewage treatment plants observing quality
control, and at the Clinton atomic energy
plant observing fish and animal life near
Clinton Lake. These experiences give
students an insight as to their future
capabiiities in such fields.
The Political Science Department affords its students the chance to be
interns on the local, state, and federal
level of government. Students may work
on a political campaign, a state's attorney's office, a legislative office in Springfield, or a federal agency in Washington,
D.C.
To improve the employment outlook
for its graduates, the Chemistry Department has implemented an Inciustrial
Coop Program which places students
with natjonal and international corporatio'ns. ISU's Chemistry program ranks
among the national leaders in American
Chemical Society certified graduates,
which has also resulted in better placement for students desiring graduate
school.

The University Writing Center is designed to help students and faculty.
Students find tutors willing to help them
with many different writing problems.
While not a proofreading service, tutors
will go through students' work with
them and answer questions. The Center provides faculty with teaching materials, individualized instruction packets,
and styfe manuals for use in teaching
and research. Writing workshops, often
with guest speakers, are held throughout the year.
The Mathematics !:.earning· :Assistance Center provides individual help to
students in courses from algebra to calculus as well as remedial assistance.

University's core
The primary "core" of courses in
which students enroll in their first two
years at ISU are offered in the College of
Arts and Sciences. All !SU students are
required, through the University Studies Program, to take a variety of coursework in communication, humanities,
logical studies, social and psychological
studies, natural sciences, and other
interdisciplinary studies offered in Arts
and Sciences.
· In addition to the departments mentioned previously, the College of Arts
and Sciences includes: Foreign Languages, Geography/ Geology, Philosophy, Physics, and Psychology.
Currently there are 3,895 students
(undergraduate and graduate) majoring
in one of the 24 majors in the College of
Arts and Sciences. Of the 15 departments, 14 offer Masters of Sciences or
Arts degrees, four offer the Doctor of
Arts degree and Biological Sciences
offers the Ph.D.
Dr. C. Edward Streeter is dean of the
College, a position he has held since
1976. Prior to his becoming dean, he
was chairperso n of the Information
Sciences Department (now Communication) since 1972. From 1967, when he
first came to !SU, to 1972, he served as
an associate professor in education.
For more information about the College of Arts and Sciences, contact Dr.
Streeter in 141 Stevenson Hall.

Learning centers

·Bartonville resident, Richard Jordan, and his mother, Marjorie, take advantage ofthe
hearing testing equipment at ISU's Eckelmann-Taylor Speech and Hearing Clinic
located in Fairchild Hall.

The College of Arts and Sciences
continues its service to the university
and community ,through learning centers in mathematics and English.

Mary Schnell is a senior majoring
in mass communication and
speech communication from Mt.
Prospect.
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ISU alumnus likes career
as technical illustrator
ISU alumnus Jim Neaves, BS '72, MS
'74, has recently been named supervisor of photography and supervisor of
the marketing research/engineering special library in addition to his duties as
supervisor of illustrating for technical
publications for Texas Instruments in
Austin, Texas.
"I keep busy!" Neaves said. In addition to his new responsibilities at Texas
Instruments, he was recently accepted
into the Cartoonists Guild, Inc. of New
York. "Sixteen years of cartooning finally paid off," he explained.
The Technical Publications Group of
Texas Instruments produces documentation for the hardware and software
built and developed at the Austin facility. Neaves' area produces materials for
TI's handbooks and manuals including
perspectives and flow charts as well as

cover designs and other commercial
artwork.
As supervisor for the marketing research/engineering l:brary, Neaves helps
to provide materials for research and
analysis of Tl's equipment and that of
"every other competitor known."
"People in the field contact the library
staff to enlighten themselves on various
competitors daily. The engineers are
using material to help them develop new
products. All in all it is a fairly exciting
job," he said.
In his spare time, Neaves continues
to pursue his favorite hobby of muzzleloading firearms and over the past few
years has won 21 blue, 14 red, and 10
white ribbons in organized black powder
shoots.
Neaves received his B.S. in art and
his M.S. in educational media.

Jim Neaves

'82 reunions slated

Alumni constituencies offer
departmental involvement
ISU alumni have the opportunity to
become actively involved with their major departments by joining alumni departmental "constituencies."
Alumni constituency groups serve
various functions for their departments
including speakers for career days on
campus, advisors on course and curriculum improvement, future employers of
curtefif '1SU.·stiiclents'; ~ and' ·excellent
resource persons.
Joining a departmental constituency
allows each ISU graduate the chance to
continue an active relationship with his
or her major department.
Nine departments at ISU are currently in the process of building alumni
departmental constituency groups and
are actively seeking interested alumni to
become involved in the process. These

departments are: Applied Computer
Science, Specialized Educational Development, Biology, English, Mathematics,
Political Science, Music, Philosophy,
and Art. Qther departments are being
contacted so that alumni constituencies
may be formed.
Over: 30 alumni were in a.ttendance at
the·· 'first· .plapn,ingi~ee'ffng: of'~~ .nine""'.
departmental constituencies on October
10 along with departmental liaison persons who are working closely with each
group.
If you are interested in joining a constituency group for your major department, please complete the following
form and return it to: Department Constituency, Rambo House, Normal, IL
61761.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENTAL CONSTITUENCY

Next year's homecoming will provide
reunion opportunities for alumni in the
following classes: 1977, 1972, 1967, 1962,
1957, 1952, 1947, 1942, and 1937. Alumni
in these classes and all others are encouraged to mark October 30, 1982 for
Homecoming.
A special "reunion" will be celebrated
by members of the Class of 1932 when
they join the "Half Century Club" on
Saturday, May 1, 1982. Plans are being
finalized for the day's activities and will
appear in the March ALUMNI NEWS.

Alumni have the opportunity to join with current ISU students and combine
travel and learning in ISU's Study Abroad Programs for Summer.
Because the Study Abroad Program is like any other summer school
course, alumni must apply for readmission to ISU for summer school in order to
enroll in a study abroad course. Coursework may be audited or taken for
academic credit.
The following programs are being offered for Summer- 1982:
Program

ADDRESS _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Angers, France (agriculture)
Angers France (business)
Grenoble, France (language)
Paris, Brighton (art)
Madrid, Spain (language)
Weymouth, England (English
literature)
Beijing, China (Peoples'
Republic of China)
Europe (Music)
Bonn, Germany (language)

DeKalb
A pep rally and buffet were held on Sept. 26 at
the DeKalb Holiday Inn for Northern Illinois area
alumni prior to the )SU-Northern Illinois football
game. The ISU cheerleaders, Coryphees, the
Redbird mascot and the Redtop Band led cheers
for the nearly 100 people in attendance.
Alumni in attendance were: Rita and Bill Adams
'51, Carol Stream; Howard Burton '63, Hampshire;
Carol Ann and George Couper '73, Rockford;
Margaret Flott '81, Aurora; Willis Kersten '52,
Winnebago; Laura Kersten '77, Elgin; Patricia and
James Kloepping '73, Chana; Randy Laugges '80,
Rockford; Joan and Bruce Nelson '72, Belvidere;
Julie (Lovejoy) 7 2 and David Nichols, Rockford;
Maureen and Raymond Rogina '69, St. Charles;
Linda Rosenstiel 74, Rochelle; David Shurr '68
MS 70, Geneva; Sam Sullivan '22 '28, DeKalb;
Debbie (Rogers) 79 and Gary Tiffany '74, Loves
Park; Albert Trumpy '43, Geneva; Deborah (Jordan) '74 and John Walters '74, Elgin; Daniel Valkema '80, Hoffman Estates; Richard Evans '81,
Hoffman Estates; Judy and William Werbach '62,
St. Charles; Laurel (Lauterbach) '73 and Mark
Waszak 72, Lombard; Brian Bown '76, Naperville.

In addition to Alumni Services office staff,
Alumni Association President Sam Van Scoyoc
and Board member Chuck Witte attended the
rally and game.

Indianapolis
An informal meeting for Indianapolis, Indiana
area alumni was held Oct . 25 in the home of Janet
and David Bell. John M. Sayre, director of Alumni
Services and Development, spoke to the group
about forming a permanent alumni area committee.
In attendance were: Janet (Jones) '65 and David
Bell '67, John Coughlin '41, Eulah and Wilbur
Burton '36, Marie (Johannes) '44 and Joe Reidy,
Susan and Rick Stephens '77 MS '80', Janet (Coe)
'73 and Gary Mattingly, Gerald Weatherford '56
and daughter, Jennifer, and Jenny VanDyke '80.
Other Indianapolis area alumni may contact
any of the persons in attendance at the meeting
for more information on forming a permanent
committee.

Nominations for the Alumni Association Board of Directors may be
submitted to the Alumni Services
Office. Six directors will be elected
or re-elected in June for three-year
terms. The 18-memher Board of
Directors serves as an advisory
committee to Alumni Services. Persons interested in serving on the
Board of Directors may submit their
names for the election, which takes
place at the National Alumni Assem- .
bly meeting next June.

ISU offers foreign study

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MAJOR DEPARTMENT _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Area meetings reported

Nominations open
for alumni board

Director

Dates (or weeks)
approx.
May 28-July 11
(4 weeks)
June 17-August 14
June 17-July 19
June 28-August 5
(6 weeks)

Prof. Fred Fuess
Prof. Iris Varner
Prof. George Petrossian
Prof. Robert Stefl
Prof. Diane Urey
Prof. Wm. Morgan

May 14-June 11

Prof. Ed Jelks

(4 weeks)
(6 weeks)

Prof. George Foeller
Prof. Bodo Fritzen

The academic courses offered in these locations may have some prerequisites which should be cleared with the program's director.
"It is our expectation that alumni will have some background in the subject," explained Dr. Ted Sands, director of the International Studies Program.
For more information concerning the Study Abroad Programs for
Summer, please complete the following form and return to: Study Abroad,
Alumni Services, Rambo House, Normal, IL 61761.

STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS
Name __________ __ _ Programs Area _________
Address ___________________________
Phone _____________ !SU Year
Return to Alumni Services, Rambo House, Normal, IL 61761.
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Record numbers attend ISU'~; 1981 Homecoming activities
champs...In the spring of '61 as seniors and 650
strong we thought about student teaching, the
bureau of appointments, marriage, graduate
school, a job, a job, a job- just think starting
salaries ranged from four to five thousand!"

1966-Sandra Scott "See if you can re•
member.. . cherry cokes at the Cage. .. guys in
Dunn Hall and gals in Barton and with the doors
unlocked between them-was this the first coed
dorm perhaps?... the moment they announced
President Kennedy had been assassinated...the
opening of the west campus area-Tri-Towers,

Although dampened by intermi tent rains, Illinois State's 1981 Homecoming celebration drew its larg, ~t-ever attendance. Over 600 alumni,
friends, and families attended ret 1ion class luncheons in the University
Union, over 11,000 attended the lomecoming football game, and over
450 attended the Homecoming d 1ner and dance at the National Guard
Armory.
In honor of ISU's 125th anniv1 ·sary, the Homecoming theme "Time
Passages," was selected for the,<:casion.

Turner Hall, Horton Fieldhouse and Hancock
Stadium...the great card section at the football

1946

game (I always seemed to get the colors of my
cards mixed up.) ...President Bone who always

Attending from the Class of 1946 were: Dorothy
(Campbell) Akers, Las Cruces, N.M .; Marian (Rouse)
Bales, Calumet City; Margaret (Breen) Beck, Evanston;
Marjorie (Fredrickson) Bertsche, Flanagan; Norma
(Whitver) Biedenbarn, Evanston; Joan Brucker, Webster Groves, Mo.; Mary Brucker, Webster Groves, Mo.;
Marietta (Harper) Christman, Decatur; Betty Drake,
Peoria; Onalee (Herr) Endley, Greenwood, Ind.;
Jerome Feldmann, Carlyle; Ralph J. Houghton, Kenosha, Wis.; Hope (Brenkmann) Hruska, Bloomington;
Grace (Kinsey)Jacobs, Downers Grove; Cherry (Jackson) Kingston, Weldon; Dorot hy (Fisherkeller) Knous,
Petersburg; Dorothy (Allen) Kreiling, Havana; Robert
J . Lindsey, Rockford; Mary (Beamer) Lopeman, Elmwood; Kenneth R. Miller, Park Forest; Ralph Paulser,,
Bloomington; Helene (Harvey) Prindes, Chicago; Anita
(Dorsey) Seaberry, Chicago; Mari lyn (Theis) Sparrow,
Minier; Elaine(Parsons) Swanson, Princeton; Laverda
(Sparks) Taylor, Lincoln; Shirley (Kelley) Thiel, Elgin;
Ruthelma (Benjamin) Wankel, Tallula; Jean (Carey)
Whamond, Barrington; Margaret (Stipp) Woodfill,
Henry; Barbara (Wood) and Leland Wright. Aurora.
Faculty Guest: Dr. Richard Browne

greeted you as though he was glad to see you and
you felt he meant it...Old North Hall being torn

19.3 6 Class Reunion

down...Old U -High becoming Moulton Hall ...
We started at Illinois State Normal University but
graduated from Illinois State University. Did we

Class reunion highlights

change as much in those four years?"

1971-James Finley "A lot happened during

1936-Wilbur "Barney" Barton "They were
the lean years, they were the happy years, and

1951-Gordon Fidler "I have resorted to
plagerism by assembling some of the headlines

they were the Depression years. We had to make
things happen. History was being made and we

from the 1950-51 Vidette... Enrollment reaches
2418-Women outnumber men by 436-Veteran

were part of it. We finally beat Wesleyan in foot•
ball and everyone got a small piece of their goal

enrollment reaches 231. ..Pin stripes will be the

posts. We had waited oh, so long. We turned to
such happenings as the abdication of Edward Vlll,

favorite style for men this fall...Lawrence Welk
with Myron Floren slated to play - for first Big 4
dance... Black Friars are to present a skit at the

the new best seller 'Gone with the Wind,' and we

Annual Tomato Festival. .. Barb Lane is Home-

danced to such bands as Wayne King, Danny
Russo and others. , .Those were the days, my

coming Queen. . .Students still await improvement of campus drinking facilities (a request to

friend."

improve drinking fountains around campus) .. .'
Students withdrawing after 12 weeks to join

1941-John Baldini "Forty years-a 'moment'
in the history of civilization; considerably more

armed services to receive full credit... What ISNU
needs is a Student Union .. .ISNU to award 384

the '67-'71 four-year period at ISU, including the
leadership of two presidents, Sam Braden and
Francis Geigle. We were 1969 baseball champs.
Coach Duffy Bass had a 22 and 7 record . . .the
1969 moon walk by Neil Armstrong. . .Master Plan
Phase III (entitled the giant leap backwards by
students) ...the flagpole incident .. . the infamous
panty raids. The Class of 1971 provided leadership at a crucial time in ISU's history. . .every
student on the A cademic Senate executive board
during the first and formative year of the organization was from the Class of '71. When we gradu•
ated a little bit of !SU went with us, but more
importantly, a little bit of us remained at ISU."

degrees on Saturday, June 9, 1951."

gate, Ford, Patty Hearst were the news makers of
the time. Eighteen year-olds got the vote. The war

except, perhaps, for hair color and waistline
measurement. But our campus, as we remember
it, is gone forever, replaced by magnificent, mod-

1956- Guy Diercouff "In September of 1952
we arrived at 'Normal' almost 500 strong. Memories of those days at ISNU are very vivid...the
opening of the 'in' place in back of Fell Hall-'The

ended and gas prices took off. OPEC became a
household word. Streaking dropped briefly onto
the scene. And Billie Jean King st ruck a winning
volley for women's rights. !SU was rapidly expand-

Cage' .. .Miss Crosby at Milner Library . . .the

ing in t he student population...and in its ph9sical

gathering at 'four corners' in Old Main. . .t he
Sophomore Cotillion... the nook on'old '66'... the

space. 1973 saw the opening of the University
Union Auditorium. .. students would even wait

changed drastically in the last four decades. But,

ginko tree. And then on a Saturday in the spring of
1956 it was all behind us. Resplendent in our caps

overnight for tickets for their favorite group...We
celebrated much during those four years-the

underlying all of that, is the fact that the end result
remains the same- obtaining a quality education."

and gowns we gathered one last time- flipped our
tassels-and we were college grads. We were a

ern buildings. Happily, Cook Hall and Fell Hall
r emain so that we old-timers still can r elate to the
scene. The most drastic change since 1941, however, is not in its architecture, but in student lifestyles. Certainly the lifestyles of students have

class of young people who did things. We did them

1946-Ken Miller

"Not only did we learn to

learn and learn to teach, but we learned to participate in all the activities available to us. We grew to
love the small campus that was adequate for the
limited numbers of us then attending old ISNU.

1961- Fred Dornback

"The Class of '61

entered ISNU in the fall of 1957 which was the

removed from the name, maybe because we

beginning of the ISNU second century. Do you

sensed a threat to our sanity with the loss of that
reassurance. . . We were a class singled out for

recall. .. the inauguration of Dr. Robert Bone as
President and his ability to remember everyone. ..

experimerUation. We were the first to be sub-

the blending of the veterans and us kids...smoking
on campus was really legitimate... the last days for

some of the required courses were designed only
to keep us from getting more work in our major
and minor fields... The Class of 1946- 35 years
ago! Impossible! That was yesterday, and tomorrow

.,.,
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Downtown No: mal business' float

end of the war, our own Olympic hero, and our
nation's Bicentennial. It was a wonderful place to
spend those four years."

well and they were accomplished in a spirit of
good fellowship. "

Later we felt a bit hurt when 'Normal' was

jected to 'Observation and Reading'-our first
professional course .. . and we were ·sure that

t

1976- Cathi (Carlin) Hogan "Nixon, Water•

than that in a lifetime. Fortunately, members of
our class have not changed that much in 40 years,

Old Main and the start of the Centennial Fine
Arts building... crew cuts, bobby socks, and 10:00
hours for the girls. . .Saturday morning room
inspections. . .the Dukes of Dixie and our own
Gamma Phi and the Black Friars. . .the excitement of C oach Collie's 1958 IIAC basketball

Alumni reunions
bring many home

1951
Attending from the Class of 1951 were: Sarah
(Sweeney) Allan, Normal; Dorothy (Zimmerman)
Benson. Edwardsville; Goldie (Hilliard) Bill, Lowpoint;
Jacquelyn (Merritt) Bohn, Springfield; Edmund A.
Bonczyk, S. Holland; Mary Lou (Kaine) D'Amico. St.
Charles; Charlene (Edwards) Druce, Lancaster, Pa.;
E.A . ..Bud .. Ebert, Libertyville; Gordon L. Fidler, Normal; Albert L Garber, Springfield;··Edward (Russell)
Garmon, Dundee; Jean (Vitzthum) Girardi, Normal;
Henrietta (Pasternack) Goreham, Northbrook; A udrey
(Miller) Grubel, Carlock; Clarice (Wesloh) Griesemer,
Marengo; Audrey J. Grupe, Bloomington; Ruth
(Danielson) Hinshaw, Hudson; Leonard Kampwerth,
Edwardsville; Jeanni ne (Taylor) and Roy Klay, Wayne,
Mich.; Lois (Nugent) Lord, Rochester, Minn.; Ruth
(Thorp) Lutz, Dewey; Vilma (Martinus) Malmberg,
Delmar, Calif.; Jeannette (Lombardi) and Bob Marlow, Wheaton; Katherine (Boyd) Mutman, Springfield; Doris (Feeney) Murray, Barrington; Caroline
(Aschenbrenner) McCurdy, Monmouth; M ary Ann
(Wilt) Parks, Decatur; Myrna (Beasley) Parmele,
Rensselaer, Ind.; Paul Reeves. Normal; Merna (Yount)
Riordan, Bradley; Jeannette (Lowe) Ross, Cambridge;
Denni s W . Ruble, Fontana, Calif.; Ruth (Mentzer)Sciutto, Bloomington; Melba (Copas) Shepard, Champaign; Jacqueline (Fenton) Vail, Bloomington; Violet
(Souers)Wiedenmann, E. Moline; Mary(Elder)Zindel,
Moweaqua. Faculty Guest: Dr. George Barford

1956
1936
Attending from the Class of 1936 were: Dorothy
(Humphrey) Allen, Normal; Wilbur .. Barney.. Barton,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Ernest E. Bair, Rantoul; Lois
(McLauchlan) Bunn, Savannah, Ga.; Marjorie (Mayne)
Busey, El Paso; Dorothy (Nightingale) Classen, Gilman; Marjorie L. Cooley, Pekin; Dorothy (Anderson)
Coyne, Pontiac; Lemar A. Green. Skokie; Lucille (Sutter) Kelley, Normal; Mary (Williams) Kelso, Houston,
Texas; Esther (Walk) Liehr, Riverdale; Herb Lovell,
Bloomington; Lucile (Larki n) Middleton, Bloomington;
Harry E. McCl,ntock. Granite City; Richard T. McGrew,
Zion; Alice (McGuire) McKnight, Normal; Bob Nalbach,
San Antonio, Texas; Clifford L. Netherton, Great Falls,
Va.; Doris (McNatt) Nordine, Bloomington; Eleanor
(Stover) Peden, Towanda; Helen (Musa) Rankin, Lincoln; Dorothy (Baltz) Rodgers, Monmouth; Truman
Sage, Bellevue. Wash.; Bernice (R_amsey) Spafford.
W oodland Hills, Calif.; Josephine (Hughes) Spangler.
Oglesby; Ruth (Zollars) and Wi lson Stampe, Davenport, Iowa; Dale R. Sullivan, Mason City; Naomi (Kiper)
Weaver. Roberts; Carl W . W ebb. Metamora; Mary
(Weaver) W ene, Tarpon Springs, Fla. Faculty Guest:
Dr. Art Larsen

President Watkins\! th Distinguished Alumni
Carrie Dawsc 1 and John Ayres

1941
Attending from the Class of 1941 w ere: J ohn Baldini, Bloomington; Edit h R. Berninger. Lombard; Jessica (Berta) and Leroy Brandt. Gardner; Lawrence T.
Cargnipo, W . Lafayette, Ind.; Virginia (Dunmire) and
J ack Childress, Chapel Hill. N.C.; John M . Coughlin,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Floyd D. Covill, Streator; Frances
(Douglas) Curylo, Glen Ellyn; M argaret (Stover) Dady.
Lexington; Shirley (Brauer) Dalluge, Normal; Donald
F. Fitzsimmo ns, Westport, Con n.; Edith (Cuno)
Franken, Tempe, Ariz.; Tilio Giacobassi, Muskegon,
Mich.; Sandra (Greer) Gruber, Buffalo Grove; James
E. Hardgrove, ~ treator; Kaleem Hazer, San Antonio.

1941 Class Reunion

Texas; Vernon W. Hoeche, W. Lafayette. Ind.; Fayette
(Samuel) Isaac, Clinton; Betty (Hurdle) Jefferson,
Richmond, Ind.; Eugenia (Velda) Juhl. Lincoln; M ildred (Theis) Jungels, Granite City; Harriett (Rowland)
Knudson, Ottawa; Paul W. Krueger. Bloomington;
Thomas H. Leeson, Galesburg; Frances (Kitchell)
Lounsberry, Cedar Falls, Iowa; Helen E. Mason,
Springfield; Harold J. Mintern, Lombard; Mary A .
Morrissey, Moweaqua; Don McReynolds, Kewanee;
Virgil A . Newlin, Pekin; Samuel Nicholas, Elgin; Margaret Parret, Bloomington; Jane (Holland) Rawn,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Clarence D. Richardson, Springfield; Dorothy (Bryan) Schemcke, Bella Vista, Ark.;
Helen Shippy, Bloomington; Margaret (Armstrong)
Thoms, Bloomington; Telvin Tuggle, Monticello; Betty
Wheeler, Madison, Wis.; MaryJane(Browning)Wonderlin, Carlock. Faculty Guest: Dr. Ruth Yates

Attending from the Class of 1956 were: Jeanette
(Fawley) Baer, Decatur; William J . Benner, Peotone;
Nettie (Brown) Carpenter, Kirksville, Mo.; Carol (Mar•
shall) Conger. Glenview; Katherine (Saric) Constan•
tina. Peoria; Jerry Curl, Springfield; Carol (Schertz)
Deal, Bloomington; Guy G. Diercouff, Park Forest;
Larry C. Efaw, Bloomington; Diane (Elliot) Eiermann,
East Peoria; Patricia Ann Gallagher, Prairie Village,
Kan.; Robert Graves, Lansing; Geraldine Gurbacki,
Palatine; Glenn Harris, Palatine; K. Elaine Hess.
Omaha, Neb.; Anita (Brown) Jaeger, Peoria; Roger C.
King, Buffalo Grove; Pat (White) Kopp, Mt. Prospect;
Ethel Kumler, Gibson City; Janet (Smith) Leach, St.
Anne; Carolyn (Kirk) Martin, Farmersville; James E.
Meyer, Minonk; Jane (Thompson) and Alan Meyer,
Kankakee; Joan (Schaeffer) Motley, Ranki n; Lee Noel,
Dixon; Joan (Marshall) Olson, Batavia; Sandra
(Umbanhowar) Preston, Hoopeston; Dorothy(Manne)
and Jack Reckling, Barrington; Judy Renfro, Pekin;
Janice (Mcconkey) Robinson, Brimfield; Roberta
(Cutter) Ropp, Normal; Jane (Hoffman) Schleeter,
Plainfield; Margaret(Fi nfgeld)Schneider, Henry; Darlene (Cynier) and Don Schisler, Abingdon; Don
Schroeder, Arlington Hts.; Maxine (Haase) Stephens,
Towanda; Helen (Wharram) Swaar. Mason City; John
J . Swalec, Libertyville; A udrey (Schneberger) and
Duane Tascher, Ashkum; Virgil Thomas. Bloomington;
Bob Thorstenson. Paxton; Marjorie (Love) Traughber.
Osw ego; Gordon Triefenbach. Crystal Lake; Fred L.
Wellman, Inverness. Fla .; Jim W i ltz. Dixon; Joyce
(Armstrong) Zeiters, Bloomington; Ramona (French)
Zigman, Lombard. Fasulty Guest: Dr. Anna Keaton

.......

1966 Class Reunion
Ellsworth; Phyllis (Breider) Bruno, Normal; Marla
(Perki ns) Burger. St. Cha~les; Charlotte (Peterson)
Carr. Normal; Sandra (Kopp) Cornwell, Deer Creek;
Ann (Hendricks) Daniels, Waukesha, W is.; Robert F.
Davis, Libertyville; Virgil DeBoer, Mt. Zion; Fred
Dornback, Elburn; Ann (Luedke) Dugan, Peoria; Janet
(Otto) Outler, Charleston; Ruth (Cowden) Eickenberg,
Bloomington; J. Thomas England, Knoxvi lle; Jeannine (Allen) Filler, Lynn Center; Jill Gronewald, Peoria; Ann Hertz, Monticello; Mary (Smith) Kiefer, Dolton; Erwin Krumwiede, Beardstown; J udy (Harris)
Lowey, A rcola; Thomas Lyle, Erie; Ken Mikyska,
Western Springs; Dan Moy, Jacksonville; Elai ne
(Wegener) Muskopf, Belleville; Judith (Veech) Nelson. Belleville; Carol (White) O'Donald, Cedar Fal ls,
Iowa; Nancy (Middlemas) Park, Normal; Gary Parmelee. M orton; Elaine (Hubbard) Phares. Hudson; Judy
(Schoeben) Pierce, Frankfort; Janet (Ellerman) Rajeck,
Glen Ellyn; Judith A. Rassi, Chicago; J udith (Roth)
Reeder, Clarendon Hills·; Sheryl (Lessen) Reeser,
Kewanee; Jan (Himstedt) Rodriquez, Naperville; Mar•
lene (Hack) Rohlfing, Addison; Mary (McClure) Roth, •
Gibson City; Nancy (Emerick) and William Sheppard,
Decatur; Pat(Hunkler) Stagen, Morton; Jerry Sullivan,
Mason City; Jerry Vandemark, Streator; A. Martha
(Widiger) Wells, Aurora, Colo.; Lynn Yount. Mapleton.
Faculty Guest: Mrs. Robert Bone

1966
Attendi ng from the Class of 1966 were: Sandra
(Marquiss) Barrett, Long Beach, Calif.; Cathie(Leider)
Burns, Arlington Hts.; Don Farrimond, Galesburg;
Patrick J. Fosnaugh, Clifton; Barbara (Butterfield)
Grethey, Pekin; Barbara (Cole) and Dean Haack,
Glenwood; Karen (Macior) lnselberger, Rolling Meadows; Nancy Jones, Taylorville; Diane (Curtis)Jontry,
Chenoa; Carl E. Kasten, Carlinville; Sharon (Terrill)
Keutzer, Batavia; Dan Leite!; Bloomington; Barbara
(Dennis) Matthias. Park Forest South; Rollie Mercer,
Normal; Laren McCarthy, Lincoln; Trish (Keller)
O'Connor. Crete; Cheryl (Radamaker) Ren frow, Atlanta; Kathie Ann (Brejcha) Ruhaak, Buffalo Grove;
Sam Van Scoyoc, Bloomington; Garnett Scott, Nor mal; Leonard Sigler, Bloomi ngton; Joan (Farley) Twining, Elgin; Pat (Beran) and J im Weber, Brookfield.
Faculty Guest: Dr. M ilt W eisbecker

1971
Attending from the Class of 197 1 w ere: Dianne
(Johnson) Anderson, Prophetstown; Wendy (Sandeli n) and Roland Borke, Forest Park; Mary Lou Breedlove, Pekin; Betty(Tinsley) Brown, Bloomington; Peggy
(Randazzo) Brown. Bloomington; Tary L. Brown,
Oquawka; John Brubaker, Springfield; Bonnie (Augubright) Colby, Tiskilwa; Madeline Cole, E. St . Louis;

Jeanne (Cvicker) Corra, Naperville; Kay Donahue,
Joliet; Donna (Janssen) Dowd, Rock Falls; Paula
(Polich) Edelstei n, Orland Park; Jane (Douglass) Ellett,
Shorewood; Kathy (Gebhart) Emery, Peki n; Paul W .
Eysenbach, Bellwood; James A. Finley. Rochester;
Deborah (Kolton) Funtall, Glenwood; Rita (Jensen)
and Frank Goodwin, Normal; Paul Greene, Clarendon
Hi lls; Susan (Gerrietts) Hill, Green Valley; Mary Jo
(Haar) and Gary Hiltabrand, Streator; Linda L. Hofmann, Peoria; Janet (Born) Holloway, Coal City; Barbara (Gooley) Hunt, Chicago Heights; Kathryn (Ellis)
Jeanes, Lorton, Va.; Tim Johnson, San An.tonio,
Texas; Patricia Jostes, Mt. Prospect; Tim Kearney, El
Paso; Mary Jo (Fortuna) and Thomas Kuehl, Richton
Park; Linda Liddle, Houston, Texas; Petra Linden,
Monmouth; Larry Lindman, Danville; Al Litwiller,
Plainfield; Jan (Gambini) Lootens. W. Chicago; James
Markese. Clarendon Hills; M ichael McKeon, Normal;
H. Randall Moncelle, Peoria; Janet (Hillenmayer)
Nawoj, Mt. Prospect; Marshall Neisler. El Paso; James
D. Nelson, Houston, Texas; Thomas W . Newton,
Pekin; Andrienne (Andros) Ninos, Peoria; Lawrence
A. Nord, Bloomington; Susanne (Valis) Picchi, Park
Forest; Kenneth B. Pihl, Normal; Casey (Condr an) and
John Plackett, Lisle; Robert Rickher, Highland; W i llia m J . Sarff, Pekin; Frances (Perz) Shevchuk, Elgi n;
Arthur T. Siem ion, Hinsdale; Sylvia Smith, St. Anne;
Ed VanStedum, Homewood; Susan(Swanson) Stumpf,
Pri nceton; Sharon Sullivan, Normal; Domingo Torres,
M ilwaukee, Wis.; Linda S. Truckenmiller-Krum, Freeport; Allan E. Veberg, Orland Park; Linda (Campbell)
Warfel, Elgin; Linda (Stemke) and John Whitlow,
Normal; W. Charl es W itte, Bloomington; Bonnie Lee
W irfs, Springfield; Lynda (Von Oppen) Wrobel, Scottsboro; Kenneth E. Yarwood Jr., Elgin; Carolyn (Perry)
Yockey, Normal; George York, Normal; Frances Willis,
E. St. Louis; Gaya (Wittevrongel) Zeiter, Naperville.
Faculty Guests: Dr. Bob Elsey and Dr. Charles
M cBriarty

1976
Attending from the Class of 1976 were: Joan M .
Anderson. Riverdale; Car ol (Vertovec) and Dean
Bluhm. Manville; Karen (Schlueter) and Carl Buehler,
Belleville; Debbie (Wach) Coats, S. Whitley, Ind.; Jeffrey A. Glass, Moline; Deborah (Rushing) Gordon,
Forrest; Kathy Hassig, Bourbonnais; Cathleen (Carlin)
Hogan, Chicago; Dave Howerton, Spri ngfield; Barbara (Cebulski) and Robert Kaplan, Palatine; Barb
Makarevich, Aurora; David B. Masey, Schaumburg;
Tom McGuire, Breese; Christine Lea M organ, Morris;
Joanne (Kamp) and Terry Mullen; Dennis Opperman,
Tuscola; David Patsavas, Northlake; Dean Reszel,
Bloomington; Pamela (Mampre) Scully, Hanover Park;
Debra (Miller) Siemer, Edwardsville; Judy Smallwood,
Dixon; Phillip Toleikis, Clarendon Hills; Lynn (Zipfel)
Ven ha us, Breese; James Walker, Normal; Linda (Thar)
and Michael W alwer, Sherman; Janice (Behrends)
Williams. Pontiac; Jan Zivney, Arlington Hts.; A lice A .
Zmudka, LaSalle. Faculty Guest: Ms. Jude Boyer

1961
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1951 Ct. ss Reunion

Attending from the Class of 1961 were: Ruth (Dippon} Andreason, Clarendon Hills; Barbara (Barrett)
Atkinson, Davenport, Iowa; Evelyn (Mill) and Gerald
Baskervi lle, Moli ne; Kristin (Sommer) andVeryl Bernhardy, Metamora; Douglas P. Blair, Atlanta; Brenda
(Johnson) Boudreau, Kankakee; Louie Boward Jr.•

1971 Class Reunion
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among alumni
1928-49
Harris W. Dean '29, LeRoy, was awarded
the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters at Campbell University, Buies Creek, N .C.,
in August.
Clifford L. Netherton '36, Great Falls. Va.,
retired in 1973 as chairman of physical education and recreation at Northern Virginia Community College. He has a master's degree from
the University of Illinois.
John E. Shea '36, Tempe, Ariz., retired in
1972 from the Department of Interior. He has a
master's degree from Northwestern and is
employed part-time at the library of Arizona
State University.
John A . Silvoso '41, professor of accounting at the University of Missouri-Columbia,
has been elected to a three-year term as a
member-at-large on the governing council of
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

Silvoso '41

Allen Pickering '64, athletic director and
basketball coach at Lincoln College, served as
manager for the Midwest Basketball Team at
the National Sports Festival, Syracuse, N.Y.,
during the summer.
Ray L. Brownfield '65, Naperville, has been
elected a vice president in the trust and investment department of Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Co., Chicago.
John W . Orendorff '67 has been promoted
to general manager of Central Soya of Canada,
Ltd.
Richard Frank '67 has received a master's
degree from Drake University, Des Moines,
Iowa.
David Sanborn '67 has been promoted to
production manager for Midwest Solvents of
Illinois.
Joseph C . Fandel '68 has received a master's degree from Drake University, Des Moines,
Iowa.
Robert G. Britt '69, Delavan, Wis., has announced the formation of a new hybrid seed
company, Ag-ONE, Inc.

Vance·49

Thomas C. Cheever•41, Sacramento, Calif.,
is self-employed after 27 years in the Air Force
asa bomber navigator. Serving in World War II,
the Korean and Vietnam Wars, he retired as a
Lt. Col.
Al Trumpy '42. Geneva, retired in 1977 as
an industrial arts teacher at St. Charles High
School. In retirement he enjoys cooking, fishing
a.nd trayel_ing.
Y Jean S. Chambers '43, associate professor
,of communication at Purdue UniversityCalumet, was honored for the third time with
the Amoco Foundation Outstanding Undergraduate Teacher Award in August.
Tom Richardson• 44 writes from Palm Beach
Gardens, Fla., that he is recovering from surgery
he had in the spring and is working on his golf
game. He retired in 1977 as associate dean,
Moraine Valley Community College after a
career in education and music.
Merle Edmunds Jr. '44. a jazz vi~linist and
longtime friend of the late jazz violinist Joe
Venuti, gave a special jazz show tribute to
Venuti in August in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Arden L. Vance '49, emeritus director of
bands at ISU, is a member of the ISU Campus
Recreation Century Club and was awarded the
100 Mile Swimming certificate in August.

1950-69
Ted Spyra '51, Edmonds. Wash .. was surprised to find former ISU golf teammate Harry
Mussatto '50 in the Seattle area in September
competing in the National Seniors Golf Tournament. Mussatto is the veteran golf coach at
Western Illinois University and Spyra· is a
pharmaceutical c~mpany representative in the
Seattle area.

Mary (Johnstonl Natale '52, ISU assistant
professor of curriculum and instruction, has
been elected corresponding secretary of the
Illi nois branch of the Association for Childhood
Education International.
Donald F. Musil '58 has been appointed
assistant principal at Morton East High School,
Cicero. He has a master's degree from Northwestern University.
Lorene Ramsey '59, physical education
professor and head basketball/ softball coach
for Illinois Central College. has been selected
to serve as assist ant coach for the U .S.
Women' s Basketball Team in the World University Games.
Ruth (Powers) Menz '61 is an elementary
teacher at M e nomon ie A lliance Christian
School, Menomonie, W is. She has a master's
degree from the University of Wisconsin. Eau
Claire.
Virginia Bayer ' 63 has been appointed a
data processing officer of research for Detroitbank Corp. She j oined th e company in 1979 as
a senior systems ana lyst.

Bayer '63

Dixie (Evans) Gibbons MS '69, Normal, is
co-owner of the businesses, Plenty o· Prints
and About the House, at College Hills and Eastland Malls, Normal and Bloomingto~.
Raymond C. Moorman '69, Hauppauge,
N.Y., has been named director of marketing of
Mergenthaler Linotype. He has an MBA from
California State Universit_y.
Lonnie Hefner '69 has been pro~oted to
division consumer services manager of Public
Service Indiana's western division. Terre Haute.
Gerald W. Lott '69 MS ' 74 and his wife,
Beverly (Newberry) '72 have moved to Middlesex, N.J. Beverly received a master's degree
from Michigan State University in June and is
currently a systems engineer at the Piscataway, N.J . office of Bell Laboratories. Gerald
has received a grant from the National Institute
of Education and is completing his doctoral
research.
David Kain '69 has been promoted to senior
auditor with Coopers & Lybrand, Chicago.

Jerry D_iamond '70 has been t ransferred by
Club Corporation of America as regional manager of Pinewood Country Club. • Beaumont,
Texas to the same position at Walnut Creek
Country Club, Fort Worth, Texas.
George Collins '70, Phoenix, A r iz., has
been named vice principal for taueen Elementary School, Laueen, Ariz. He had taught fifth
grade for the past 11 years in Illinois, Florida
and Arizona.
Bob Kief '70 MS '72 has been appoi nted as
head trainer for ISU 's men's athletic program.
Darrell A . Woolums ' 70 has been named a
partner in the Decat ur law firm of Samuels,
Miller, Schroeder, Jackson, and Sly. He has
been an associate w ith the firm since receiving
his law degree from John Marshall Law School,
Chicago in 1976. His wife, Barbara (Bohn)
'70. is a speech therapist at the Anna Waters
Head Start, Decatur.
Stephen E. Umphress '71 and his wife,
Brenda (Sawyer) ' 73, live in San Dimas, Calif.
Stephen has joined ·World Vision. a Christian
humanitarian organization, as its international
facilities manager. He has an MBA from the
University of Colorado.
James E. Garrett '71 is an assistant professor of deaf education at MacMurray College,
Jacksonville, Ill. He has a master's d egree from
Ball State University.
Ronald L. Pirrello '71 and his wife, Diane
(Smith) '71, reside in Rockford. Ronald received a juris doctor degree in December 1980
from Hamlin Law School, St. Paul, Minn.. was
admitted to the Illinois Bar in May and has
been with the Pirrello Law Offices, Rockford.
since August.
Michael J. Rooney '71 is the author of the
article: "Bar-Related Title Insurance: The Positive Perspective" in a recent edition of the
Southern Illinois University Law Journal.

Dan Reedy '73, Plano, is the new Farm
Bureau manager in Kendal County, Yorkville.
His w ife, Adele (McCaffrey) '73 teaches remedial reading in Sandwich.
James P. Crossen '73, Addison, is employed by Farmers Insurance Group in Rolling
Meadows.
Richard Rau ' 73 MS '81 and his wife, Lauri
(Ruedi) '78 are living in East Peoria. Richard
has been appointed physics teacher at Washington High School and Lauri has been named
assistant to the director of the client records
depa rtment at t he Hu man Service Center,
Peoria.
Bill Guetschow '73. Bloomington, is a newsroom assistant at the Bloomington-Normal
Daily Pantagraph. He is a military history buff
and enjoys photography.
Cheri (Brueggemann) Sloat '73 has been
promoted from senior market research analyst
to market research manager for American
Convertors Division of American Hospital
Supply Corp., Evanston.
Kenneth Voss '73 is editor of The Illinois
Entertainer. a Chicago area monthly musicpaper.
Debbie Wood '74. Oak Park, has been promoted to a special sections feature writer for
the Chicago Tribune. She has been a feature
writer for Suburban Tribune in Hinsdaleforthe
past five years.

Gary Tiffany '74 and his wife, Debbi
(Rogers) '79 live in Loves Park_ Gary has
accepted a position as Northern Illinois representative with Pekin Life Insurance.
Troy lee Norris '74 MS '75 is employed by
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., as a customer services supervisor of the business service center in Austin, Texas.
W. E. Jugenitz '74 tias been promoted to
department head of production at the Alsip. Ill.
plant of Union Carbide Corp,
Debie (Buntaine) Murphy '74 and her husband, Dan '74, are living in Omaha, Neb.,
where Debie is assistant director of Public
Affairs at Bergen Mercy Hospital and Dan is
affiliates editor in Corporate Publications for
. Mutual of Omaha.
Debra (Randolph) '74 MA '79 and Michael
Deloose '72 MS '75 have moved from Illinois
Chris Mustuk '71, Peoria, received an MBA
to Virg inia. Mike is assistant directoroffederal
from Bradley Un iversity in May. She is an
legislation for the Conference of State Bank
administrative assistant for the CADO Systems
Supervisors, Washington, D .C. and Debra is
of Central Florida, Altamonte Springs, Fla.
head teacher at Springfield Academy, Va.
Douglas Becknell '71 and his wife, Carol
Mark Lewis '74 MS '80. former sports ediFitzgerald MA ' 76. are living in Rock Falls.
tor for the Vidette, is a sportswriter at The Daily
Doug earned a master's deg(ee from Northern 1
Illinois University in August ancfiii"clieflr ani1'' •!' Pantagraph. He•joinedthe Pantagraph in-1975.,-:-•
He and his wife, Pam (Robbins) '74, live in
drama director at Rock Falls High School. Carol
Bloomington.
is employed as a CETA administrator.
John McCue '74. Bloomington, a former
Susan (Anderson) Stroyan '72 MS '73,
insurance agent, has opened the ··19th Hole,"
Bloomington, an ISU library science faculty
a bar and lounge in Bloomington.
member, has been appointed part-time direcDavid Mcfadzean '74 is the director of
tor of Mennonite Hospital's health sciences
Lambs Players Street Theater, a roving
library. She will take over full-time direction of
medieval-styled comedy troup. The theatre is a
the library in January.
production of Lamb's Players, a company of
Judy L. (Johnson) Paris '72 and her hustheatrical troupes based in National City, Calif.
band, John, are living in Jacksonville. Judy
Michael A . Makris '74, Rockford, has joined
teaches high school literat ure at Illinois School
the life & group i nsurance depanment of
for the Deaf. Active in professional organizaWilliams-Manny's.
tions, she is co-author of the textbook Fables.

Frederick B. landbeck '69, an airline pilot
for American Airlines, has been elected as village trustee, Fox River Grove, Ill.
Thomas H . Honn '69 MS '71. Chicago, has
joined the American Society of Safety Engineers as director of technical services.
Richard P. Dufour '69, Batavia, principal of
Community High School District 94, West Chicago, has received an EdD from Northern Illinois University.
Jolena (Paluska) Sutherland '69, Gas City,
Ind., is an assistant professor at Ball State University, Muncie, Ind.

1970-75
Glenda Nelson-Mejia '70, a chiropractor at
the Chiropractic Arts Center, Aledo and the
Alpha Chiropractic Clinic. became the first chiropractor to receive the first "Woman Doctor of
the Year" award from the Parker Chiropractic
Research Foundation.
Patricia ( Barr) Schreiber '70 MS '71. Park
Ridge, teaches French and Spanish at Main
South High School, Park Ridge.
Ellen (Koch) Becker '70 MS '74 and her
husband, Randall '71 MS '74, live in Western
Springs. Elle n teaches in Wheaton and was a
member of an Illinois State Board of Education
task force.
Richard E. Kohn '70 has been appointed
region manager for the leasing and industrial
loan department of General Electric Corp.,
New York, N.Y.
.
Michael R. Rudicil '70, an insurance consu ltant f or Bertram Insurance Brokerage, Inc.,
opened " Big Rudy' s," an all-sports bar in
Bloomi ngton in May. He also coaches the varsity li ne for Central Cathol ic High School's
football team, Bloomington.

Britt '69

Collins '70

Dominic P. Andreoni '72 is a lieutenant
with the Peru Police Department. He and his
wife. Susan (Guinnee) live in Peru. Ill.
Susan J. Trimmer-Koca '7Z, uaK Lawn,
teaches at Morgan Park High School. Chicago.
Peter J. Venturelli '72, Davidson, N.C.,
received his PhD in sociology from the University of Chicago in August. He has recently been
promoted to assistant professor at. Davidson
College.
Robert L. Vest Jr. '72 and his wife, Jill, live
in Sycamore. Rob is direct or of the engineering
department at Northern llinois University.
Carol (Farrar) Rogers '73, Normal, has
been promoted to controller of M cKnight Publishing Co., Bloomington.
Barbara (Kittler) '73 and Jeff D . Johnson
'74 reside at Ottawa. Barba ra teaches special
education at Shepherd School and Jeff is head
football / baseball coach, dean of st udents and
an English teacher at Marquette High School.
laura (Flanagan) '73 and David Atchison
'73 have moved to Elmhurst. David is assistant
vice-president of the Midwest Hea lth Care
group of John Niween and Co .. an investment
banking f irm. He graduated from Southern Illinois University Law School in 1976 .
Donna M . Glade ''73, Oak Park, is a personal banker at Continental Bank, Chicago.

Joan (Bohnsak) Strelow '75 has been promoted to director of St. Joseph Hospital Medical Center laboratory, Bloomington. She and
her husband, Terry '74, live in Normal.
Susan M . (Sarno) Gasber '75, Oak Park,
placed first in her weight class and surpassed
two national women's records at the Purdue
Women's Open Weightlifti ng Championships
in West LaFayette, Ind., in October. In February
she won the Illinois State Olympic Weightlifting
tit le in her weight class. She and her husband,
Dennis, own and operate Gasber Associates, a
performance management and training business.

Send us news ! !
Do you have a new job? Have
you received an award? Your
fellow alumni would like to
read about you in ALUMNI
NEWS. Send notes to Alumni
Services, Rambo House, ISU,
Normal, Ill. 61761.
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among alumni
Regina S. Mikus MBA '75, Bolingbrook,
has a new position as a marketing instructor at
Governors State University, Park Forest South.
She is working on her doctorate at the University of Illinois.
Ellen A . Rosenberg '75. Gibsonia, Pa ..
teaches for the North Hills School District and
has earned a master's degree at the University
of Pittsburgh.
Darryl L. Kronsted '75 and his wife, Jill A .
(Birkey) ' 77 live in Peoria. Darryl is a commu nications consultant in the marketing division of
Illinois Bell and Jill is an elementary teacher in
Mossville.
Four ISU Alumni have been promoted at the
accounting firm of Touche Ross & Co., Chicago. Thomas J . Jackson '75, Naperville. has
been named a manager in the tax department,
Gregg R. Pospisil '75 MS '77, Park Ridge,
LawrenceJ. Boysen '77, Chicago, and Michael
N. Mayo '77. Chicago, have been named
supervisors in the audj_t department.
Kevin E. Knapp ' 75 ha s opened the
Bloomington-Normal area as district sales
manager for Gutwein Hybrids, Inc.

Don McAuley '76 has graduated from
Mennonite Hospital School of Nursing, Bloomington and is a psychiatric nurse at Brokaw
Hospital, Normal.

Marsha (Meyer) Lewis '76 and her husband, Michael, have moved to Middleton, Wis.
Marsha has been transferred by Oscar Mayer
in Illinois to Oscar Mayer's Corporate Office
in Wisconsin as assistant corporate payroll
manager.
James Cerny '76 is teaching auto mechanics at Salem High School. He and his wife,
Holly, reside in Salem.
Linda (King) '76 and Mark Lueckenhoff '77
live in Ewing, Mo. Linda has received a master's degree in guidance from Northeast Missouri State University. She is a psychometrician
and elementary counselor for Lewis and Knox
Counties, Missouri. Mark is also employed by
Lewis County schools.

Kristin (Lundquist) Brugler '76 is a nutrition education consultant with the MIik Foundation, Rockford.

Alan Tomaski '77 has a new position as
accountant at Hopedale Medical Complex.
Hopedale.
Cindi (Oldani) Mele '77 and her h usband,
Marty, live in Pla infield. Cindi manages the
"Charlie Club," a restaurant, lounge and hea lth
club in Joliet.
Anna J . (IIICI Koenigshofer '77, Chicago, is
a special education teacher in Tinley Park for
SWCCCASE.
Curt Cooper '77 has earned his PhD in
organic chemistry at the Univer sity of Iowa and
is presently a post-doctoral fellow in medicinal
chemistry at Purdue University.
Brenda Knollman '78 is employed in the
agency contracts department at Modern Woodmen of America home offices. Rockford.
Cheryl (Kull) '78 MBA '80 and Mark Buttice
'79 MS '81 live in St. Lo uis, Mo. Mark is a
management consultant with Arthur Andersen
& Co., and Cheryl is a part-time instructor at St.
Louis Community College.
Sonia (Steinberg) Greiner '78, Houston,
Texas, is an interior designer at Suniland
Office Furnitu re, Houston. She joined the company in 1977.
.Christine K. (Johnson) Bedford '78 earned
a master's degree in special education from
the University of Illinois in August. She is
employed by Urbana High School.
Cindy (Kramer) Sullivan '78, Springfield, is
an elementary teacher at Riverton Elementary
School.
TerryJ . Schaul '78 and his wife. Carolyn J .
(Dominic) '80 live in Mundelein where Carolyn
is a substitute teacher. Terry is a production
coordinator for Heat Exchangers, Skokie.

Nelson-Mejia 70

Rooney '71

Karen Anne Rose '75, Creve Coeur, is
employed as assistant editor of Profitable Craft
Merchandising magazine. She began working
for the PJS Publications owned trade jo urnal in
June.
Patricia Keporos '75 MS '77, Downers
Grove; has-joined the- Student Development
Center staff at Illinois Benedictine College as a
counselor.

Sandra (Abel) Harling '76 has received a
master'.s degree from DePaul University. She
is a second grade teacher at Sleepy Hollow
Elementary School. She and her husband,
Mike. live in Elgin.

1976-81
·James T. Stodd MS '76, Normal, has been
named director of personnel at Brokaw Hospital.
Debbie (Wach) Coats '76, South Whitley,
Ind., is the youth employment and training
program coordinator for Kosciusko County, Ind.
Donna (Snyder) Stipek '76 and her husband, John, have moved from Bloomington to
Buffalo, N.Y. Donna is national activities and
social chairman for Delta Zeta Sorority. She
was president of Delta Zeta at ISU in 1975.

Margaret Wieland '79 MS '81 has been
named director of resident life at National College of Education. Evanston.

Dave Bartsokas '79 MS '80, Belleville. is
an account clerk in the margin department of
A.G . Edwards & Sons, a stock brokerage firm.
Suzy Bogguss '79, a country-folk singer
and a former regular at " The Ga llery," has
produced and co-arranged her fir st album,
" Suzy. "
Roger J . Kull '79 is employed by The Kull
Agency, Inc., in Lawrenceville where he and
his wife. Carla, reside.
Lisa (Hawkins) Ewing MS.'79 is min ister of
music at First Christian Church, Champaign.
She was ordained for the christian music ministry in 1980.
Two 1979 ISU Alumni, George Siedlecki
and John Hartung, have been promoted
to senior auditors w ith Coopers & Lybrand,
Chicago.
Gary Sushka '80, Bloomi ngton, is a fireman
with the Bloomington Fire Department.
Jill Goldstein '80, Tucson, Ariz.. is working
toward a master's degree in bil ingual education at the University of Arizona.
Daniel Valkema '80, Hoffman Estates, is
band director at School District 10 i n Itasca.
Linda Heppner '80, Walnut Hills, has a new
position as an elementary teacher at Greenview
Christian Elementary School, Ce.1tra lia.
Arnold Johnson '80 is a qual ity control
chemistforK.V. Pharmaceut icals. St. Lo uis, Mo.
Charles W . King Jr. '80, Champaign, is
graduate st udent representative at faculty
meetings of the ISU Geography Department
for the 1981-82 year. During the sum mer he
participated in the ISU China Study Abroad
Program and in September was re-elected
president of the Internationa l Geography Honor
Society, Gamma Theta Upsilon, A lpha Chapter. at ISU.
Kevin R. Petschow '81, Champaign, has
been named assistant executive director for
the Alpha Tau Omega Foundation. Champaign.
While an ISU student. he was sports editor for
the Vidette and sports director for W ILN and
WZND radio station. He was also the editor and
creator of ISU's Greek system newsletter, The
Greek Times.

Donna (March) Eichstaedt '76 MS '79,
Normal, former ISU faculty member. has been
named director of Lincoln College's McLeanLivingston County programs.

Terry Duckworth '76 is employed by WCIL,
AM & FM Radio, Carbondale in the public relations area.
Geri (Kramer) Mclees '76 and her husband,
Michael, are living in Geneva, Switzerland.
Geri. a former teacher, works part-time at the
United Nations in Geneva.
Victoria (Carroll) Dunkelman '77 has been
promoted to senior auditor by Coopers & Lybrand, Chicago.
Ray Frewen '77 is in his second year of
study at the Florida State University/ Asolo
Conservatory of Professional Actor Training.
Susan Hovey '77 is the new assistant
extension adviser in home economics at the
Vermilion County Cooperative Extension Service.

Makris '74

Mikus '75

Petschow '81

Frederik H. Teijen '79 has been promoted to
the rank of Marine 1st Lt., while serving with
Wing Engineer Squadron 37, Marine Corps Air
Station, El Toro. Calif.
Kandis (Mills) Perry '79 and her husband,
Randall, reside in Forrest. Kandi is the unit
vocal teacher in the Forrest school district.
Two 1979 ISU Alumni are new faculty members at Illinois Wesleyan University. Mathew
T. Timm MS '79 is an instructor in mathematics and Becky A. Balestri '79 MBA '81 is an
accounting inst_ructor.

Patricia McDermott '81 has joined Hewitt
Associates in the management consult ing
firm's general offices in Lincolnshire.

A son-Kyle Brock-to Debbie (Perry) '75
and Gary L. Williamson '75 in Sheboygan,
Wis. , Sept. 14.

A son- Matthew Aaron- to Susan (Lopeman) '76 and Mark Reeder in 8 1oomington,
July 9. A daughter, Jana Leigh- to Jennifer
(Bates) '76 and Patrick Lopeman in Milwaukee,
Wis .. -J uly 10 . The new son and daughter are
the grandchildren of Mary (Beamer) Lopeman
'46 .
A son-John Lawrence-to Linda (Beskin)
'77 and Lawrence Domalick '77 in Buffalo
Grove, Aug. 18.
A son-Nathan Robert-to Deborah (Anderson) '77 and Robert C . Bohne in Tinley
Park. Sept. 7 .

Russ Gillette '81 joined ISU Computer Center's academic computing and research area in
August as a scientific programmer I.
Cindy (Larson) '81 and Kent J . Vandersteen '80 live in Wheeling . Kent is an administrative manager for Transamerica Corp., and
Cindy is an assistant director at Rainbow Path
Early Learning Center.

births
A daughter-Gi na Kim-adopted by Diane
(Smith) '71 and Ronald L. Pirrello '71 in
Rockford.
A son-Aaron Dale- to Barbara (Culley)
'65 and W .G. Stark in Silvis. Feb. 2.
A daughter~Jessica Elizabeth-to Susan
Trimmer-Kaea '72 and George M . Koca, April
15.
A son-Matthew Kull- to Cheryl (Kull) '78
MBA '80 and Mark R. Buttice '79 MS '80 in
St. Louis, May 17.
A son-Benjamin Campbell - to Vicky
(Campbell) '74 and J ohn Sykes in Greeley,
Colo.• May 18.
A son-Keith Clark-to Donna (Unsicker)
'78 and Michael Emmert•-:-· ·,, Bloomington.
June 13.
A son-Chad Michael-to Annette (Weinstein) '73 and Steve Poznansky '71 MS '73
in Morton Grove. July 1.
A daughter-Jennifer Elise-to Barbara
(Baker) '70 and James Barton in Weldon, July

5.
A son-Jeffrey Paul- to Kathy (Szewc) '71
and Paul J . McGowan '71 in Evansville, Ind.,
July 24.
A daughter- Amanda Lee-to Sally (Campbell) '73 and Jim Ca1,1dle .in Cuba, Ill., July 27.
· A son- Adam Wayne- to Sonia (Steinberg)
'78 and Terry Wayne Greiner in Houston.
Texas, Aug. 3.
A daughte r - Melissa Marie- to Julia
(Hoeffer) '72 and George Griffin '72 in Litchfield, Aug. 4 .

A son- Jared Robert-to Stephanie (Lawrence) '70 and Bob Haskell '70 in Healy, Kan.,
Aug. 4.
A son-Benjamin John-to Lee (Hankinson)
'72 and Ed Fraser ' 73 in Barrington, Aug. 13.
Two daughters-Sarah Renee- April 25,
1979 and- Michele Joanna- Aug. 13to Nancy
and Mike Somers '73 in Naperville.
A daughter-Erika Lea-to Elaine (Jacobs)
'71 and Nelson L. Henning in Dayton. Ohio,
Aug. 17.
A son-Roy Breckenridge--to LouAnne
(Theobald) '69 and Wayne Shuyler in Phoenix, Ariz .• Aug. 17.
A son-Eric John-to Carol (Hannula) '71
and Robert Kerestes in Bloomington. Aug. 22.

A daughter- Kari Beth- to Karen (Frerichs)
'78 and Kim Wasmer in Gilman, Aug. 28.
A son-Anthony Charles-March 7, 1979
and a daughter-Emily Anne-Aug. 29 to Jane
(Toothaker) '76 and Donald Conn in Onarga.
A daughter-Sarah Marie-Jan. 24, 1978
and a son- Warren Joseph-Sept. 4 to Carolyn
(Yaiser) '72 and Lou Wieczorek i n Brookfield.
A son - Mathew Scott- to Annamarie
(Hobbs) '76 and Rick Miller in Houston, Texas.
Sept. 6.
A son- Joseph Alan-to Mary (Hiles) '77
and Ken Coash in Glendale, Ariz., Sept. 7.
A son-John Mathias- to Debra (Brown)
'76 and Raymond Legner in Ontario, Calif.,
Sept. 11 .

A daughter-Amanda Eloise-to Rita (Jenson) '71 and Frank Goodwin MS '75 in Nor·
mal. Sept. 22.
A daughter- Emilee Ruth- to Phyllis (Sager)
'73 and John Rauschenberger '72 in Bloomington. Sept. 22.
A son- Luke Anthony-to Susan (Guinnee)
and Dominic P. Andreoni '73 in Peru, Ill..
Sept. 23.

•

1nmemory
Alumni
La ura (Masters) Donaldson '03. Jan. 12
Anabel (Harper) Stout ' 17 BS ' 20, Oct. 24
A letha D. Huston, Aug. 19
Teresa (Hayes) Mauritzen ' 18, Oct. 16
Clelia Sadler ' 18, Sept. 19
Wi lhelmina (Rettig) Schafer '18. July 10
Stanley A. Changnon '23, July 5
Irene (Kinsella) Heringer '25 BS ' 26, Aug .22
Elizabeth (Conrad) Noggle '26, Sept. 17
Lucille (Mason) Moore '26, July 26
Leslie W. Hewitt ' 26 BS '28 MA '38. March 24

Lydia E. Koch '29 BS '44, Sept. 29
Laura M iller '32, April 10
Robert H. Brumett '34, Oct. 28
Kay (Wissmiller) Sleezer '68, Aug. 25
Rose Ann Alleva '74. Oct. 1, 1980.
Memoria ls may be made to the Rose Ann
Alleva Players, c/ o Jackson County Intermediate School District. 6700 Browns Lake
Road, Box 1160, Jackson. Mich. 49204
Faculty/ Staff
Janet (Husted) Manring, Sept. 10

--. .
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•

marriages
Mary M. Koebrich '77 and Louis H. Reik Jr.
John R. Watson '79 and Kimberly Ann Ewbank
Fran Fonte
and Rick Strebing
Jane Dombroskie ' 81 and Kirk E. Billiter
Barbara J . Lee '77 and Richard W. Sadler
Carolyn J. Dominic '80 and Terry J. Schaul '78
Nancy Fickeisen and Bryan Falconer
Terry Duckworth '76 and Jean Rechsteiner. Oct. 18, 1980
Cindi Oldani '77 and Marty Mele, Dec. 20, 1980
Kristin Lundquist '76 and Greg Brugler, Feb. 21
Melanie Gorden '80 and Darrell Hall, March 14
Charles W. King Jr. '80 and Joyce M . Farrelly, April 10
Mary Lou Emmerick '76 MS '79 and Martin Griffin, May 3
Sarah J. Ferguson '81 and Gary S. Schoeneman '81. May 17
Kimberly A. Kastein '77 and Gerald R. Smith, May 23
Robert L. Vest Jr. '72 and Jill E. Justin, May 30
Cindy Kramer '78 and David Sullivan, June 20
Donna L. Hand '78 and Barry E. Young, June 26
Geri Kramer '76 and Michael Mclees, Jan. 31
Shelley Carter-LaRue '79 and Brad L. Brenneman '81. July 2
Kim Sue Lia Perkes '78 and Kurt L. Winget, July 11
Jolena Paluska '69 and Joseph Sutherland, July 16
David Koth '81 and Kathleen Felvey, July 18
Kent L. Gooding '81 and Carol Jean Haney. July 18
Cheryl L. Pitcher '80 and Glen E. Schneider, July 18
Gail Parmentier '79 and Robert McGowan, July 18
Lisa Hawkins MS '79 and Thomas E. Ewing, July 18
Mara Gross '78 and David Goldberg '77. July 25
Laa Ann Long '81 and Kevin D. Seymour '79. July 25
Mary Hartzler '76 and Gary Slutz '76, July 25
David R. Gault '81 and Kathy Sue Shreve, July 25
Teresa Glennon '81 and Glenn Sanders '80. July 25
Mary Ann Cihak '80 and Frank J . Savitski '79, July 25
Anna J. Ilic '77 and Ronny Koenigshofer, July 25
Sandra K. Abel '76 and Michael J . Harling, July 25
Michael Lee Orrick '76 and Jolene Ann Stage.I, July 31
Stormey G. Beans '79 and Sterling A. Shepherd Ill, Aug. 1
Roger J. Kull ·79 and Carla A. Beoughter, Aug. 1
Jill Anne Birkey '77 and Darrell Lee Kronsted '75, Aug. 1
Laura L. Heisner '79 and Joseph R. Schmitz '79. Aug. 8
Christine Bauer '81 and Stan Wall, Aug. 8
Gail Chandler '80 and Michael Zeller '81, Aug. 8
Cindy Larson '81 and Kent J. Vandersteen ·eo. Aug. 8
Patricia Barr '70 MA '71 _and Richard Schreiber Jr., Aug. 9

·so

Shelby Hoerner '77 and Sandra Zehr, Aug. 8
P. Joan Shepard Huskins '74 and Robert A. Pyne, Aug. 14
Christine K. Johnson '78 and Russell B. Bedfore IV, Aug. 14
Joyce Molek '76 and Samuel J . Carmack, Aug. 14
Jean A. Daily '75 and Rodger D. Melick, Aug. 15
Joanne M. Janecek '80 and Owen C. Hallerud, Aug. 15
David A. Bathe '81 and Rebecca B. Traeger, Aug. 15
Steven L. Garst '71 and Cheryl Scott, Aug. 15
Alan McClure '76 and Nancy Knoke, Aug. 15
Christopher J . LaMar '80 and Roberta D. McGuire, Aug. 15
David J. Foster '81 and Deborah S. Wasem, Aug. 15
Frankie L. Stokes '76 MA '80 and Clinton E. Rudy '76, Aug. 15
Cindy Orwig '79 and Terence Conlon '81, Aug. 15
Shelley L. Humrickhouse '79 and Thomas R. Mikel, Aug. 22
Debbie Denmead '80 and Kevin Cassady. Aug. 22
Angela Fricano '79 and Dale Toon '79, Aug. 22
Michael S . Felvey '81 and Lori Lausterer, Aug. 22
Janet M. Mueninghoff '81 and Michael W. Collins '80, Aug . 22
Rebecca Brown '76 and Richard Gregory, Aug. 22
Angela M. Sheehan '70 MS '71 and David M. Onu~a '71 MS '75, Aug. 22
Linda Ann Dean '76 and Mark Hauptman '79, Aug. 29
John D. Rehtmeyer '79 and Susan K. Dewey, Aug. 29
Paul Forney '81 and Kimberly Corrigan, Sept. 5
Susan A. Nelson '77 and Nicholas A. Vericella, Sept. 5
Becky Jo Boward '81 and Darrell Kunken '81 . Sept. 5
Greg Brucker '78 and Krystal K. King. Sept. 6
Allen E. Swanson· '75 and A. Fern Brown, Sept. 12
J . Lynn Wilson '80 a·nd Debra Hoag, Sept. 12
Judy J. Deutsch '74 and J . Michael Rubenacker, Sept. 12
Karen Roth '72 and Dennis W . Gehrt '76, Sept. 12
Linda L. Harrison '70 and Wayne 0 . Kahila, Sept. 12
Kathy Vanlue '78 and Joe Neitz '79, Sept. 12
James S. Sim '76 and Barbara Short, Sept. 12
Brad Wegrich '78 and Anne M . Balsamo, Sept. 19
Rance Carpenter '76 and Ellen K. Wilson, Sept. 19
Robert M . Jenkins '75 and Debra Joan Zutowt, Sept. 19
Bette Mortimore '74 and Carl Luthy '74. Sept. 25
Steven L. Jones '74 and Frances E. Woolery, Sept. 25
Linda Laymon '81 and Paul Gannon '80. Sept. 26
Thomas R. Hill '74 and Karen S. Sample, Sept. 26
Brad A. Schier '79 and Debra Sue Mennen, Oct. 3
William L. Wilken '78 and Vicki Owen, Oct. 10
Tina I. Lindauer '79 and Michael W . Fugate, Oct. 17
Karen Ebben '78 and Timothy Kasper, Nov. 7

English Department
interested in grads
The English Department, as part of
its continuing effort to maintain contact
with its alumni, is requesting career and
personal information about its graduates. The department is especially interest~d in updated information about the
specific jobs its graduates now hold and
any notable achievements either in their
careers or personal lives. This material
will be compiled into a departmental
alumni newsletter. Information may be
sent to Dr. Charles Harris, English
Department, 409 Stevenson Hall, Normal, IL 61761.

Indexes requested
Response to the request for old Index
Yearbooks in the September issue of
ALUMNI NEWS was excellent and the
donated texts were distributed to those
persons requesting them.
We have a new request from an
alumna for the 1942, 1943, 1944 and
1945 Index Yearbooks and the Alumni
Services office itself is in need of the
1927 Index.
Persons willing to part with these
copies should contact the Alumni Services Office at Rambo House, !SU,
Normal, Ill. 61761, (309) 438-2294.

sports review
Fall season sees highs and lows
By Craig Bohnert, Assistant SID
Fall 1981 had an assortment of highs
and lows for teams fielded by the men's
athletic department at ISU. Football,
soccer, cross country and fall -baseball
had their shares of ups and downs.
Football gave Bob Otolski his baptism
by fire as a major college head coach.
His coaching style generated an enthusiasm for Redbird football that put more
fans in the stands than any of the three
previous years. Featuring a wide-open
offense oriented to the pass, Otolski
showed Redbird fans a few tricks that
had not been seen for a while.
"One guy came up to me and told me
he hadn't seen a quick kick used in 30
year~," said Otolski of one of his favorite
weapons.
Defensively, the Redbirds turned in
consistently good performances, with
only minor lapses during a tough schedule that featured competition for the
Missouri Valley Conference title for the
first time.

Soccer

·-

Coach Bodo Fritzen's soccer Redbirds finished their season with a 10-6-4
mark, topping last year's school best of
10-8-3. Plagued by a rash of early-season
injuries to his young team, Fritzen experimented with a variety of lineups.
Highlighting the season for the soccer
squad were a win and a tie against Sangamon State and a tie with Edwardsville
in the home opener. Both teams are
considered soccer powerhouses.
Tony Oghafua, a native of Lagos,
Nigeria, led the Redbirds in scoring this
fall with31 points on 14 goals and three
assists. Oghafua registered two hat
tricks (three goals in one game) and a
trio of two-goal efforts.

Cross country
Cross country hit its high-water mark
in September when the Redbirds defeated nationally-ranked Southern Illinois in a dual meet on the Salukis' home
course, acknowledged to be one of the
toughest in the country. Coach John
Coughlan's squad earned a national rating of 17th this season and tied with
Indiana for first in the Notre Dame
Invitational.
Facing challenging opponents, the
harriers finished third in the Illinois Intercollegiate meet held at !SU, and third in
the Missouri Valley Conference championship behind Southern Illinois and
Wichita State.

Baseball
Coach Duffy Bass got a good look at
his prospects for the spring season
while building an 11-4 record this fall.
The Redbirds were paced by the batting
of catcher Jim Pacanowski, who hit at a
.522 clip. The !SU mound staff combined
for a 2.65 ERA, which holds some promise for success this spring.

Basketball
With the weather getting colder, the
emphasis turns to indoor sports, a time
basketball fans have been waiting for
since last March. Coach Bob Donewald
lost last year's two top players to graduation but still has them around to help.
McKay Smith and Anthony Jones are
back in the capacity of graduate assistants this winter.
With only one senior and three juniors on an eleven-man roster, Donewald

will have to be at his teaching best and
hope for rapid maturity from his five
freshman recruits.
Early-season injuries have hindered
the development of the team. Junior
forward Rick Lamb suffered a strained
foot in September, and junior Raynard
Malaine injured his foot in a pick-up
game and still was not at 100 percent for
the Red-White scrimmage. Lost at least
until the new year is freshman forward
Ahmad Bussie. A veteran of prep school
play in Maine, Bussie suffered a shoulder
separation and underwent surgery in
October.
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Wrestling
Wrestling coach George Girardi also
has a problem: too much talent in certain weight classes. Welcoming back
NCAA qualifiers Mike Jones, Neil
Weiner, Leo Misdom and Pat Carney,
Girardi may be forced to move wrestlers
into higher weight classes or redshirt
certain performers.

Gymnastics
Alan Weith's gymnastics team looked
to be in mid-season form during its first
two meets, which holds promise of a
successful season for the tumblers.

Swimming
Kathie Wickstrand, a former Pan
American Games participant, has taken
the reins of the swimming program this
season and hopes to match the success
of the retired Archie Harris. Back from
last year's squad is sophomore Brett
Carney, who spt out much of last year
because of illness.

Rick Lamb

Former ISU coach
Ed Struck dies
Edwin G . Struck, 76, who coached
ISU's football team for 20 seasons from
1945 to 1964, died Sept. 24 in Clearwater, Fla. He coached the !SU Redbird
teams to a record of 86-68-14, compiling
12 winning seasons which included winning the old Interstate Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference title twice. His undefeated 1950 team went to the now
defunct Corn Bowl. Struck was voted
into the !SU Athletic Hall of Fame in
1975. Memorials in his name may be
made to the !SU Foundation.

. . . . .. . .. . .
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Enthusiasni marks preview
of women's winter season
The emergence of Illinois State University women's golf team, plus the appearance of ISU cross country standout
Wendy VanMierlo in the AJAW national
meet, highlighted the fall women's athletic schedule as the women prepare for
the winter·season.
An enthusiastic Redbird basketball
team headlines the winter sports. .The
ISU women had a 28-8 record last year,
which included winning the state title
and making it to the first round of the
AIAW national tournament. -

.~olf _
The ISU women golfers, under firstyear coach Harland Kilborn, had their
finest season in quite some time. The
Redbirds began the season with a thirdplace finish in their own invitational.
That was followed by a first place in
the Northern Illinois Invitational over
five other teams; a state championship
over Illinois, Southern Illinois and
Northern Illinois; a fourth-place showing
of 18 teams at Purdue, and finally, a third
place at the MAIAW regional at Central
Michigan in a 15-team field.

Cross country
The cross country team never quite
reached the performance level that veteran head coach Joyce Morton had
hoped for, but the saving grace was
VanMierlo, a junior who had been with
ISU as a freshman, transferred to Purdue, and then returned to the Redbirds.
VanMierlo was the team leader in
every race, gradually lowering her times
and peaking at the season's end. She
won the individual state title, and theii
finished fifth in the MAIAW regional
"with a 16-mmut~:-•-sr-~fflld"""time for
5,000 meters.
The ISU team had finishes of: fourth
of six at Purdue, seventh of 13 in its

...

invitational, eighth of 10 at ~stern
Michigan, second of six at Western Illinois, sixth of eight at Southern Illinois,
third of four at the Missouri Valley meet,
third of five at the state meet and seventh of eight at regionals.

Volleyball
The volleyball squad, second in the
state last year and 35-17 overall, experienced what could be called a disappointing year-when compared to past
performances. Yet the Redbirds had
moments of brilliance, but the team's
youthfulness was the cause of spotty
play at times.
Coach Linda Herman, 238-84 before
the season, had one lone senior, Sandy
Fitzgerald, on the 14-player team. Conversely, there were nine freshmen and
sophomores and five juniors on the
squad. ISU was 25-26 with one week to
go in the regular season.

Softball
ISU had its first fall softball schedule
this year and finished with a 6-6 mark.
Coach Margie Wright said defensive
mistakes plagued the team, which lost
all six games by one run. ISU had 18
errors in the 12 games.

Tennis
The Redbird tennis team turned in a
7-2 dual record for the fall, the two
losses coming against Illinois and Southern Illinois, both by 6-3 scores. ISU had
a 5-3 victory over Memphis State and a
5-4 triumph over Missouri.
ISU's doubles team of Nancy Webber
and Sue Uranich, both seniors, defeated
teammates-. Katie Waters and Jackie
Brennan, 1-6, 6-1, 6-3, to win.the doubles title at the Dorothy McClure Tournament at Millikin in Decatur.

Athletic departments merged
Illinois State University will merge its men's and women's athletic
programs July 1, 1982.
The decision, announced in late November, comes after more than a
year and a half of study of the organization structure of athletics at ISU
by a university-wide task force and the central administration.
Dr. Art Adams, assistant to the president and administrative officer
for athletics, said the merger is in line with a current national trend
among major universities to unify women's and men's programs in the
interests of cohesiveness, equity, economy and coordination of facilities
and resources.
Because the unification will result in the creation of four new
positions-a single athletic director, an associate director and two
assistant directors, instead of the six and a half current administrative
positions-university regulations require searches to fill those jobs.
Present staff members, as well as others from inside or outside the
university, may apply.

Basketball

Swimming

A look at the winter sports teams begins with the basketball squad, which in
the last two years has a 51-18 record.
ISU's main loss was senior Beth Landes,
a guard who holds the school record of
41 points for a single game.
Yet, junior sensation Cathy Boswell
is the all-around leader for ISU, with an
18.0 scoring average and 9.5 rebound
average per game. She was also second
in the nation in free throw accuracy with
.848 (101 of 119 attempts).

Another new head coach, Kathie
Wickstrand, takes charge of the swimming program. Wickstrand is a former
top national swimmer with Indiana University and sees a great deal of untapped
potential in the Redbird forces, which
won't be short on returning performers.
Back from last year are senior Vida
Mikalonis, and juniors Kim Bornman,
Kim Howard, Karen McCluskey, Jamie
Rohloff and Jane Schramm. Freshman
Cindy Seiler is the top newcomer.

Badminton
The Redbird badminton team, seventh ofl 7 teams in the AIAW national
meet last year, had a 49-14 composite
record a year ago. Coach Kevin Hussey
hopes the team will pick up where it left
off. ISU's national finish last year was
the fifth year in a row the Redbirds had
finished in the top 10 at nationals.

Track and Field
The women's trac k and field squadlost some top point-getters to graduation, but will have experienced performers back in Rita Lamb, Linda
McDuffy, Wendy VanMierlo and Cheryl
Johnson.

Gymnastics
Depth may play the most important
New head coach Sue Bissonnette
part for the year's success. Head coach
.. J akes her .first gymnastics squad iQto , • Joyce Mqrton appe~rs to have the per~ th~ sease>n1ed1:>y junior standoufGfna .. ;., '\'·--sonh el :to- place in every__'eiie,n t. The
Chiavini, an All-Regional selection two
indoor season, beginning Jan . .15 and
years ago and the team's MVP the last
16, should provide a perfect warm-up
two seasons.
for the outdoor season .

Alumni receive awards
for sports contribution

Eleven men and women athletes were inducted into ISU's Athletic Hall of Fame during
ceremonies on Sept. 5. Alumni Association Board member Burt Mercier made the
introductions.

A number of alumni were honored
this fall for their outstanding contribution to Illinois State University athletics.
Eleven were inducted into the 1981 Hall
of Fame, two received the Stretch Miller
Award, and Swim Coach Archie Harris
was honored upon his retirement from
ISU.
The six men and five women inducted
into the Hall of Fame were Charlene
Bremberg, Frank Chiodo, Barbara
Cothren, Floyd Covill, Tom Hodgson,
Kay McDonald, Rich Olson, Gary Ostrega, Jean Pankonin, Tinker Tipton,
and Jim Whitman.

the late Howard Ivens in 1978, Robert
Monninger in 1979, and Ruth Henline in
1980.
Retiring after 24 years as head swim
coach at ISU, Harris made a major
impact on recreational swimming in
central Illinois as well as gaining a national reputation for his role in competitive swimming.

Their contributions to ISU athletics
are told in the September issue of the
ALUMNI NEWS.
The Stretch Miller award, given in
memory of 1933 alumnus Campbell
"Stretch" Miller who was a popular
radio-television broadcaster, sports
columnist and after-dinner speaker, was
presented to Nelson Smith, director of
ISU's Photo Service since 1939, and J .
Russell Steele, ISU's first sports information director and former Assistant
Director of Alumni Services.

J. Russell Steele, left, and Nelson Smith

The citation recognizes support to
ISU athletics through interest, time and
personal involvement. Past winners
have been Eldon Lichty in 1976, Francis
Brown in 1977, C.M. Hammerlund and

Swim CO<!Ch Archie Harris, left, with Jim
Kijewski ' 58, a former swimmer.
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As A Service To /SU Alumni

INFORMATION AVAILABLE ABOUT 1981 TAX CHANGES
The 1981 Tax Act, which has been introduced under the Reagan Administration, has implemented the most dramatic changes in over forty years.
Most persons will be affected by the changes either immediately or in the
foreseeable future.
The ISU foundation will have available information regarding these
changes and other estate planning prog rams. A periodic newsletter containing this information will be published starting in January.
Any ISU Alumni and other friends, who would like to receive this
newsletter, shou ld complete the form below and mail it to:
Deferred and Planned Giving Program
ISU Foundation
Rambo House
Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61761
I would like to be placed on the Estate Planning Newsletter mailing list.

-

Name---------------------------Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street
Carla Schmidgall, a senior from Danvers received the $500 McKnight Publishing
Company Scholarship awarded to the top ISU scholar in Industrial Education who
plans to teach. Making the presentation w ·ere (from left) Richard D. Johnson, president,
McKnight Publishing, Miss Schmidgall, Everett Israe l, chairperson, Industrial Technol ogy, and William McKnight Jr., chairman of the board emeritus, M c Knight Publis h ing.

City

State

Zip

(For immediate information: call 309/ 438-2294).

Anniversary items available

...

To commemorate Illinois State University's 125th Anniversary, a number of souvenir items are being made available. One item is a full-color artist's rendering of three
men with key roles in ISU history, Jesse Fell, Abraham L incoln, and General C harles
Hovey. The water color painting also shows Old Main in contrast with Watterson Towers
and is suitable for framing. The 11 by 14 inch print is available for $12.50 including all
handling and postage charges.

In addition, anniversary key rings in plastic or in pewter, and a set of four leather
coasters are available. T he red plast ic key ring is in the shape of t he state of Illinois and
costs 75 cents. T he pewter key ring is circular and costs $2. The set of leather coasters
with the anniversary insignia is $3. Checks may be made to the ISU-125th A nniversary
Committee.

ISU ANNIVERSARY ITEMS
I would like to order the following items:
_ _ _ Plastic key ring (red with Anniversary insignia) $. 75
_ _ _ Pewter key ring (circular with Anniversary insignia) $2
_ _ _ Set of four leather coasters with Anniversary insignia $3
_ _ _ !25th Anniversary water-color painting $12.50
C LASS OF _ _ _ __

NAME
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE-------

Return to: Alumni Services, Rambo House, Normal, IL. 61761

John M. Sayre, Director
Joyce Webb Penland
Pete Whitmer
Evelyn Cobb
Annette Weinlander
Debbie Koch
Marilyn Dehority

Season's Greetings
Alumni Services and Development

